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Abstract: An ilttempt is made here to delnonslrale tile way of
implemenllng the concept of fuzzy geometry in image
proeessing/"Ilalysls prohlems. Some new measures "re also
provided in lhis eontexL Four ,Jigorilhllls ,Ire described for
objeet/baekgroulld classification and skeleton extraction in
both fuzzy and nonfuZ7.y (crisp) forms. Their effectiveness is
demollsl r;'lc<! Oil various lypes of images. Thc crisp
(nollfllLZY) outpUlS of the prop(~sed algorithms arc cOlllp"red
with the results of some of the reeelltly developed
conventional techniques.
Keywords: Fuzzy geometry; gray level thresholding; pixel
classificatioll; sl..elc\Onization.

1. Introduction
The
conventional
approach
to
Image
analysis/recognition/interpretation consists of
segmenting the image into meaningful regions,
extracting its different features (e .g. edges,
skeletons) and computing the various properties
of and rclationships among the regions. How
ever the regions in an image are not always
crisply defined and it becomes sometimes more
convenient and appropriate to regard them as
fuzzy subsets of thc imagc [10,14], thc subscts
being characterized by the possibility (degree) of
belongingness of each pixel to them. There is
a great deal of work in this regard by Rosen
feld {11-17J who generalized many standard
geometric properties of and relations among
regions in an image by extending them to the
fuzzy case. Such an extension, called fuzzy
geometry, incl udes the topological concepts of
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connectedness, adjacency and surroundedness,
convexity, area, perimeter, compactness, height,
width, diameter, extent, elongatedness, ad
jacency and degree of adjacency. These
measures have bccn found to reflect the spatial
(gcometrical) ambiguity of an image and thus
seem to be useful in providing soft decision for
image description and analysis.
The present work is an attempt to dem
onstrate how the concept of fuzzy geometrical
properties can be utilized in formu[nting image
processing algorithms for providing both fuzzy
and l10nfllzzy (as a spccial casc) outputs. It
consists of lwo parts. In the first part some ncw
properties namely) length, breadth, index of
area coverge (IOAC), major axis, minor axis,
center of gravity and density along with their
definitions and illustrations are provided. The
concepts of Rosenfeld's. 'adjacency' and 'degree
of adjacency' are critically examined and their
new vcrsions are defined. The second part
consists of defining various algorithms for image
segmentation and skeletonization. Segmentation
again includes both gray level thresholding and
pixel classification.
The measures involving spatial information
are evaluated either in terms of the cooccurrenee
matrix or in terms of a local histogram computed
over each row and each column. This in turn
makes their conceptual realization easier and
computation faster. It is to be mentioned here
that these aspects did not get attention while
developing the concepts by Roscnfeld.
Standard S [18] and Z functions arc used for
extracting the 'bright image' plane fl.(X) from an
image X for its object extraction. The para
meters compactness, 10AC and degree of
adjacency are optimized for gray level threshol
ding. Adjacency measure and membership value
of individual pixels computed over fl.(X) are
considered for pixel classification. For extracting
the fuzzy skeleton of X, the measure compact
ness or IOAC is optimized on various (Y-euts.
These (Y-cuts are obtained from core line
membership plane which is characterized by the
All rights reserved
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gray level intensity, and the horizontal and
vertical distances of the pixel from the fuzzy
segmented l:-cJgcs of X.
The effectiveness of the algorithms is dem
onstrated on various input images having wide
range of histograms. The fuzzy outputs obtained
are converted to their crisp (nonfuzzy) versions
while comparing their performance with some of
the recently developed algorithms [3,5, 9].

2. Existing geometrical properties
A fuzzy subset of a set S is a mapping fl from
S into [0,1]. For any p E 5, fl(P) is called the
degree of melllbership of p in Ji. Supports of Ji is
an ordi nary sc t and is defined as
5(Ji)

= {p

In

illwge (Jlw/ysis

perimeter of Ji is defined as

2:

p(Ji.) =

IJi(i)-fl(j)I*IA(i,j, k)l·

(3)

I,j.k

This is just the weighted sum of the lengths of
the arcs A(i, j, k) along which the regions having
Ji values Ji.(i) and Ji.(j) meet, weighted by the
absolute difference of these values. In case of an
image if we consider the pixels as piecewise
constant regions, and the common arc length for
adjacent pixels as unity then the perimeter of an
image is defined by
p(Ji.) =

:z:: IJi·(i) -

fl(j)1

(4)

i.}

wher p(i) and /i(}) ar,e the mcmbct'ship values
of two adjacent pixels. For the fuzzy subset Ji of
Example I, perimeter P(fl) = 2.3.

I.u(p) >O}.

P is called a cross-over point of fl if fl(P) = 0.5.
A crisp (ordinary or non fuzzy ) subset of 5 can be
regarded as a special case of a fuzzy subset in
which the mapping fl is into {a, I}.
The various geometrical properties of fl as
defined by Rosenfeld (14) are given below with
illustration.
Area: The area of a fuzzy subset fl is defined as

(1)

where the integration is taken over a region
outside which fl = O. For fl being piecewise
constant (in case of digital image) the area is

Compactness: The compactness of a fuzzy set fl
having area a(Ji.) and perimeter P(fl) is defined
as
(5)

Physicafly, compactness means the fraction of
the maximum area (that can be encircled by the
perimeter) actually occupied by the object. In
the nonfuzzy case the value of compactness is
maximum for a eircle and this value is ~n. In
case of a fuzzy disc, where the membership value
is only dependent on its distance from the
center, this compactness value is ~1n [14]. Of all
possible fuzzy discs compactness is therefore
minimum for its crisp version. For the fuzzy
subset Ji of Example 1, comp(fl) = 0.775.

(2)

where the summation is over a region outside
which Ji = O. The area is therefore the weighted
sum of the regions on which fl has constant value
weighted by thesc values.

Height and width: The height and width of a
fuzzy set fl arc defined as
h(fl) =

f

m;x (Ji.(x, y)} dy

(6)

and
Example 1. Let Ji be of the form
0.2

0.4

03

0.2

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.6

Then area a(fl)

(7)

wherc the integration is taken over a region
outside which Ji.(x, y) = O. For a digital picture
the definitions take the form

= 4.1.

Perimeter: If fl

is

pIecewise

constant,

the

h(fl) =

2: max {Ji.(x, y)}
y

x

(8)
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defined as

and

W(fl) =

I

max {p.(x, y)}.

(9)

y

h(fl) = 0.4 + 0.7 + 0.6 = 1.7
and the width is

W(fl) = 0.6

a(S, T)

1
1 + d(p)

.

(11)

3. New geometrical properties
In this section we will introduce some new
fuzzy geometric properties of image subsets.

Length; The length of a fuzzy set fl is defined as

+ 0.7 + 0.6 = 1.9.
l(fl)

AdjaccDl'y: Let fl and

r

be

= m;x

{f fl(X, y) dy}

(12)

two piccewise

constant ruzzy sets of S. Thcn we ean partition S

into a finite number of bounded regions fJ(i),
mcetin~ pairwise alon~ arcs, on each of which
both fl and rare constant, say having values flU)
and r(j). Let ,il and r be disjoint; then on each
B(i), either /-l = 0 or r = O. Let A(i, j, k) be the
k-th arc length along which fJ(i) and B(j) meet,
and let this arc length be IA (i, j, k )1. Then the
adjaccncy between fl and r is defined as

n=L

~

=

l'eUI'(S}

So, height/width of a digital picture is the sum of
the maximum membership values of each
row/column. For the fuzzy subset fl of Example
1, the height is

a(fl'
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where the integration is taken over the region
outside which fl(X, y) = O. In casc of a digital
picture the exprcssion takes the form

(13)

Breadth: The breadth of a fuzzy set fl is defined
as

(14)
/-l(i)r(j) IA(i, j, k)l.

(10)

;·I,k

r

n

Evidently, if fl and are crisp, a(fl'
is just the
total length of their common border. In the
fuzzy case, each arc- lenth is weighted by the
product fl(i) * r(j). a(/-l, 1) is 1 only when both
fl(i) and r(j) arc 1 (full adjacency), and it is
small when either of them is small (i.e. either of
them is weakly present). In case of a digital
picture, the adjacency of a pixel to one of its
neighbors is the product of its membership value
with that of its corresponding neighbor. For the
center pixel of Example 1, adjacency is 0.42 with
its right neighbor.

Degree of adjacent'y: Intuitively two regions S
and T in a digital picture are somewhat adjacent
if some of the border pixels of S touch (nearly)
some of the border pixels of T; the degree .of
adjacency depends on how nearly they touch and
along how much of their length they do so. Let
BP(S) be thc set of border pixels of S. Take any
border pixel P E BP(S). Let d(p) be the shortest
distance of this pixel p from the border of T.
Then the degree of adjacency between Sand Tis

where the integration is taken over the region
outside which fleX, y) = O. In case of a digital
picture,

b(fl)=m;X{~fl(X,y)}.

(15)

The length/breadth of an image fuzzy subset
gives its longest expansion in the Y direction/X
direction. If fJ. is crisp, fl(X,y)=O or 1; then
length/breadth is the maximum number of pixels
in a coJumn/row. Comparing equation (13) with
(8) or (15) with (9) we notice that the
length/breadth takes the summation of the
entries in a column/row first and then maximizes
over different columns/rows, whereas the
height/width maximizes the entries in a
column/row and then sums over different
columns/rows. For the fuzzy subset fl in
Example 1, l(fl) = 1.6 and b(fl) = 1.7.

Index of area coyerage (IOAC): The index of
area coverage of a fuzzy set may be defined as
(16)
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In the non fuzzy case, the IOAC has a value of 1
for a rectangle (placed along the axes of
measurement). For a circle this value is
n"z/(2r*2r)=h"c. IOAC of a fuzzy image
represents the fraction (which may be improper
also) of the maximum area (that can be covered
by the length and breadth of the image) actually
covered by the image.
For the fuzzy subset JI of Example 1, the
maximum area that can be covered by its length
and breadth I:; 1.6 * 1.7:=: 2.72, whereas the
actual area is 4.1, so the IOAC=4.1/2.72=
1.51. Note the difference between IOAC and
comp(JI).
Again,
note
the
following
relationships:

[(fJ·)/I1(fJ):S; J,

(17a)

h(/l)/W(JI) ~ I.

(17b)

When cquality holds for (17a) or (17b) thc
objccl is either vcrtic:t1ly or horiwnlally
oriented.

Major axis: Find the length of the object. Now
rotate the axes through an angle 0, () varying
between 0° and 900. The angle for which length
is maximum is said to be the angle of inclination
of the object (with the vertical). The cor
responding axis along which the length is
maximum is said to be the major axis. The
length along the major axis denotes the
expansion of the object.
Minor axis: The axis perpendicular to major
axis, for whicb breadth is maximum is defined as
the minor axis of the object.
Center of gravity: The center of gravity (CG) of
an object can be defined in various ways. Two
such dcfinitions arc given here.
(a) The CG or an object can be defined as the
point of intersection of the major and the minor
axes.
(b) Take any pixel as the center. Take a
neighborhood of radius r. Find the energy (area)
of the circle Now shift the center of the circle
over all the pixels of the object. The center for
which the energy is maximum is defined as the
CG. If there is any tic then increase the radius
and obtain thc CG.
For the fuzzy subset fJ of Example 1, length is

[(fJ·) = 1.6 and breadth is b(fJ) = 1.7. Now if we
rotate the object by 45° then its length is
l(fJ·) = 0.6 + 0.7 + 0.6 = 1.9.
Hence the object is inclined at an angle of 45°
with the vertical axis. So by the minor axis of
this image we mean the axis inclined at an angle
of 45° with the vertical. Similarly the minor axis
of this object is inclined at an angle of 45° with
horizontal. Trivially the CG of this object is
through the pixel having membership 0.7.
Density: The density of a fuzzy set fJ having N
supports may be defined as

d(fJ·) =

JI-LIN = (J(fJ)/ N.

(18a)

For a digital image characterized by fJ,
dcnsity is

its

N

<1(11)

=I

!l(i)/N.

( IHb)

,~l

The maximum valuc of density is 1 and this
value occurs only for a nonfuzzy case. Density
can be used for finding the CG of an image. If
we break the image into different regions then
the region having the maximum density may be
regarded to contain the CG.

Adjacency: The definition of adjacency given in
(10) does not fully agree with our intuition. Let
us take two piecewise constant regions fJ and r.
We say fJ and r are marc adjacent if the
difference of the membership value of fJ· and r
are less (whatever be their actual values). For
example, let us take the membership values of
the regions fJ and r as 0.2 and 0.25 respectively
in the first case and 0.8 and 0.85 in the second
casco Since the difference of the membership
valucs is the same in both thc cases thcir
adjacency is also expected to be same (assuming
thc length of thcir common border to be the
same). But according to (10) this value is 0.05 in
the first case whereas 0.68 in the second case.
One may, therefore, define adjacency as

r)

a(
fJ,

= ,'"

IA(;, j, k)1

,7:k 1 + IfJ·(i) - rU)1

(19)

Here the adjacency value is not dependent upon
the absolute membership values of the regions,
rather it is a function of the difference of their
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membership values. When ,u.(i) == 1(j) and the
length of the common boundary between the
regions is unity the adjacency value is maximum
(= 1). The lesser the difference between ,u and 1,
the more is the adjacency and vice versa.

Degree of adjacency: The definition of the
degree of adjacency (11) given by Rosenfeltl
gives a measure of physical adjacency of two
regions 5 and T. It does not say anything about
thcir Illclllbershir values. In practice, it is
reasonablc to determinc adjacency betwccn two
regions by their both physical and gray level
distances. So the degree of adjacency can be
defined as
a(5, T)

=

~

~
fJEOP(S)

1

(a)

(b)

1 + I,u(p) -1(q)1 1 + d(p)

Here d(p) is the shortest distance between p and

q, q is a border pixel of T and p is a border pixel
of 5. The other symbols have their same
meaning as in the previous discussion. a(5, T)
denotes the degree to which the regions 5 and T
are adjacent. The degree of adjacency of two
regions is maximum (=1) only when they are
physically adjacent, i.c. d(p) = 0 and their
membership values are also equal, i.e. ,u(p) =
1(q). If two regions are physically adjacent then
their degrce of adjacency is determined only by
the difference of their membership valucs.
Similarly, if the mcmbcrshir values of two
regions arc equal their degree of adjacency is
determincd by their physical distance only.
It is to be noted that when d(p) = 0 for all p
(i.e. when 5 is surrounded by T or vice versa),
IA(i, j, k)1 = 1 (because p and q are adjacent)
and equation (20) reduces to (19).

Example 2. Let us consider a scene having two
regions only (Figure I). The gray levels of the
regions in Figures l(a) and (b) are identical but
the regions in Figure I(b) are closer to each
other compared to Figure lea). So the degree of
adjacency of the regions in Figure l(b) should be
more than that in Figure l(a). In Figures l(b)
and (c) the relative positions of the regions are
the same, but the difference of gray levels of the
border pixels in Figure 1(b) is more than that in
Figure 1(c). So from intuition we would expect

9GKPSTVPNGDC78
9GJKSTVTVJCA88
96HJOVUMTRPHA8
9AJNSUVMKGA978
9GHKMSTVRPHCA8

A549HKOTTSNKGC8
AFGK LPSUT PMJG 1'8
AFSHSTVUJHCA998
ADEGKOVSSJDA988
AAHKRTMJFA89876
ALlJOSTTVUSKFGA8
AAGIJKUVRMHFC 96 8

1
*--

(20)
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9GKPSTVPNGDC78
9GJKSTVTVJCA88
96HJOVUMTRPHA8
9AJNSUVMKCA97il
9GHKMSTVRPHCA8

AS49HKOTTSNKGCS
AFGKLPSUTPMJGfS
AFSHSTVUJHCA998
AOEGKOVSSJOA988
AAHKRHlJFA89876
ABJOSTTVUSKFGA8
AAGHKUVRMHFC968

(c)

9GKPSTVPNGOC78
9GJKSTVTVJCA88
96HJOVUMTRPHA8
9AJNSUVMKGA978
9HKPTSTMKFDCA8

AS~9HKOTTSNKGC8

AFGKLPSUTPMJGF8
AFSHSTVUJHCA998
AOEGKOVSSJOA988
AAHKRTMJFA89876
ABJOSTTVUSKFGA8
AAGHKUVRMHFC968
Fig. I. (a) A scene with Iwo regions. (b) Same as in (a), but
the relative positions of the regions are different. (c) As io
(0), but the gray levels of the border pixels or one region are
different.

that the degree of adjacency of the regions in
Figure l(c) is more than that in Figure l(b).
The a(5, T) values computed with equation
(20) are 0.062, 0.143 and 0.189 for Figures 1(a),
(b) and (c) respectively. So the results agree well
with our intuition.
In the following sections we will describe how
these geometrical concepts can be incorporated
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in formulating various algorithms for gray level
thresholding, pixel classification and skeletoniza- .
tion. For developing the algorithms we will be
concentrating only on the parameters length,
breadth, compactness, IOAe, adjacency and
degree of adjacency.

L

,,[

S

C, i
I
------+----------
,
I
I

CG

i
,1

l'---_---'-'

Fig. 2. Four submatrices (quadrants) oJ the cOOCcurrence
matrix of an image.

4. Object extraction by degree of adjacency
minimization
Equation (20) shows that, the higher the
contrast (difference in gray levels) between two
regions and greater the distance between them,

equation (21) we get

IllC lower is lheir degree of :Idj:lccncy.

a(O, /1) =

Therefore, <l lower value of adjacency implics
that the segmcnts (cluslers) formed arc more
valid (separable) considering both their gray
level and physical disl;lJlCes. For this reason we
will usc minimization of degree of adjacency as a
criterion for extracting segments of an image.

4.1 Formulation of algorithm (Algorithm 1)
Let us consider an L-Ievel digital image X of
size M x N and having gray level values from
lmin to ImaX' Let the object pixels have gray level
values ~s and the background pixels have gray
level values >.1", where In'in ~s ~ I max ' In other
words, we consider the regions object and
background with respect to gray levels only. In
such a case the degree of adjacency between the
regions (object and background) is defined as
(from equation 20)

a(O, B)

=I
'-J

1
"
*
I + II -;1 1 + d

----J

1

(21)

where i and j represent the gray values of an
object pixel and a background pixel respectively
such that j is u neighbor of i, and d is the
physical distance of the pixel having gray level j
from the pixel having gray level i.
Since we are considering only the border
pixels (the transition between object and
background) for computing the degree of
adjacency between two regions (with respect to
gray levels only), the physical distance of a
border pixel of object region from that of
background region is zero. So putting d = 0 in

\'
1
L -..-:
I.J

1 + II

(22)

-;1

where j is a neighbor of i. The information
regarding i and j can be obtained from the
eoocllrrcncc matrix of X.

Cooccnrrence matrix: The eooccurrence matrix
C = [e(i, j)] of an L-leveJ image is an Lx L
matrix such that e(i, j) denotes the (i, j)-th entry
of the matrix and gives the number of times the
gray level j follows the gray. level i (i.e. the gray
level j is a neighbor of the level i) in a specific
fashion.
Now for a particular threshold s, the matrix C
may be divided into 4 parts namely C 1, C 2 , C:\
'~nd C 4 (Figure 2). Entries in C j und C 3 refer to
the transitions within object and background
respectively, whereas those in C2 and C 4
correspond to transitions from object to
background and vice versa.
So the entries in C 1 and C 3 contribute nothing
to the degree of adjacency measure (22); only
those of C l and C 4 wil1 contribute. Equation (22)
thus takes the form (considering j as one of the
four neighbors of i)
a(O, B)

=I

eli: j] . + I

i-i 1 + II

-;1

'.J

i~s

I>S

j>s

j~S

eli: j]

1 + II

.

-;1

(23)

From (23) it is evident that the value of a(O, B)
is less when the difference of i and j is more and
the corresponding eli, jJ is less. In an image with
increase in Ii - jL eli, j] usually decreases and
the elements in C thus correspond mainly to a
Jaw value of Ii - jl. When s corresponds to the
appropriate boundary (threshold) between two
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Fig. :> Gray level thresholding of biplane image. (a) Input. (b) Threshold

regions, there will be a minimum number of
pixel intensities huving low eli, jJ (i:S: s, j > s or
i > s, j:S: s) value; thus contributing least
towards a( 0, B). This optimum (minimum)
value of a (0, B) wou Id be greuter for uny other
choice of s. The algorithm therefore consists of
the following steps:
Step 1: Take a threshold s. say between lmll'
and lmax'
Step 2: Calculate a( 0, B) using equation

(23).
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Image (IT/olysis

= 6.

(e) ThreshQld "" 14. (d) Threshold

= 24.

Step 3: Iterate steps 1 and 2 for different
vulues of s; select thut s as an optimum threshold
for which a(O, B) is globally minimum.

4.2 Implementation and results
Three images are considered, namely,
Biplane, Lincoln, and Blurred Chromosome
[Figures 3(a), 4(a) and 5(a)]. The thresholds
obtained by the algorithms are shown in Table 1.
Some of the thresholdcd images arc shown in

Fig. 4. Gray level thresholding of Lincoln iUlage. (,I) Input. (b) Thrcshold = 10.
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Fig. 5. Gr,ly level lhre~holdjr)g or blurred chromosomc imiJ,gc. (u) Illput. (b) Threshold
Thrc~bold = 54. (c) Thrcshold = 56.
Table I. Thresholds based on Algorithm 1
Deg. of adj. +
sealter

Images

Degree
of adj,lceney

jill.

Diplane

11' 1422

II 14* 22 30

Lincoln

3 5 lO*
13 18 24

18 24

19 22 30 38
40' 43 45 53

19 22 30 38
40' 43

Blurred
chromosome
• Global minima

6 10' 13 16

=

32. (c) Threshold

=

40. (d)

Figures 3, 4 and 5 as a typical illustration. Since
there is not mueh variation in global thresholds
for the Lineoln image, only one thresholded
version is shown here.
The results agree well with those of the
recently developed algorithms based on cooceur
renee matrix 15] and entropy measure Pl·
Threshotds for Biplane, Lincoln and Blurred
Chromosome were found to be 13, 10 and 42
respectively when conditional entropy was taken
as a criterion [3 J.
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An experiment was also done by including a
measure called 'total internal scatter' (based on
C. and C 1 of Figure 2) within object and
background,

SeT)

= S( 0) + S(B)

(24)

where

(25)
'.J

S(B)=

2:

Ii-ii,

(26)

as an additional criterion, but it did not seem to
changc (as seen from Table I) the performance
as obtaincd by (23) alone. This conforms well to
the earlier findings of Pal and Pal [3] where the
second ordcr local entropy (based on C I and C 3 )
was found lo be inferior to that of thc
conditional entropy (based on C z and C 4 ).

5. Object extraction by optimizing compactness
and IOAC

5. J. Selectio/1 of membership function
Most of the geometrical properties (of an
image fuzzy subset) such as area, perimeter,
length, breadth, etc. are dependent not only on
the shape of the image, but also on the
membership values. If the object pixels have
higher gray levels we can select the standard S
function [18] to extract a 'bright image' plane.
The S function is defined as follows:
!~(x)

= Sex; a,

b, c)

=0

if x '% a,

= 2[(x - a)/(c - a)Y
= J - 2[(x - c)/(c - a)f

ifa'%x$;b,

=1

if c $; x,

(27)

ifb$;x$;c,

with cross-ovcr point b=1(a+c) and the
window size w = c - a. Thus for a fixed
cross-over point (say b = s, where the !.l value is
0.5), pixels have gray levels >s will have
!.l-values >0.5 and pixels having gray levels <5
will have ,u-values <O.s.
On the other hand, when the object pixels
have lower gray levels compared to background
pixels, we would select a function complemen
tary to the S-function (i.e. (J - S)-function)
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which is called Z-function to represent a 'dark
image' plane.
It is to be mentioned here that the criteria
regarding the selection of membership functions
along with the window size in image processing
problems have recently been reported by Murthy
- and Pal (2J. The criteria involve symmetry in
ambiguity around the cross over point and
bound functions based on the properties of fuzzy
correlation [lj. Zadeh's S-function (27) satisfies
the aforesaid criteria.
5.2. Formulafion of algorifhm (Algorithm 2)

It has been noticed in Sections 2 and 3 that for
crisp sets the value of index of area cover<lgc
(IOAC) is maximum for a rectangle. Again, of
all possible fuzzy rectangles IOAC is minimum
for its crisp version. Similarly, in a nonfuzzy case
the compactness is maximum for a circle and of
all possible fuzzy discs compactness is minimum
for its crisp version [14]. For this reason, we will
use minimization (rather than maximization) of
fuzzy compaclncss/IOAC as a criterion for
image segmentation [6,9,16].
Criteria for threshold selection. Suppose we use
equation (27) for obtaining the 'bright image'
!.l(X) of an image X. Then for a particular
cross-over point selected at, say, b = s, the pixels
having gray levels >s will have !.l values >0.5
and those having gray levels <s will have !.l
values <0.5. This implies allocation of the gray
levels into two regions. The terms comp(!.l) and
IOACC!.l) then reflect the average amount of
ambiguity in the geometry (i.e. in spatial
domain) of X. Therefore, modification of the
cross-over point will result in different !.l(X)
planes (and hence different segmented versions),
with varying amount of compactness or IOAC
denoting fuzziness in the spatial domain. The
!.l(X) plane having minimum JOAC/compact
ness value can be regarded as an optimum fuzzy
segmented version of X. This is optimum in the
sense that for any other selection of CrOSS-over
point b, the value of compactness/IOAC will be
greater.
For obtaining the nonfuzzy threshold one may
take the cross-over point (which is considered to
be the maximum ambiguous level) as the
threshold between object and background. For
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images having multiple regions, one would have
a sct of such OplllTIUm ,u(X) plancs.

T~blc

2.

Thrc~hokh bil~ctJ

L\llcoln

. '1er method of computation: From Algo
nthm 2 It appears that one needs to scan an
L-level image L ti mes (correspond ing to L
cross-over points o[ the membership function)
for computing the parameters for detecting its
threshold. The time of computation can be
reduced significllllly hy scanning il only once [or
computing il\ c()()ccurrcncc matrix, row histo
gram and column histogram, and by computing
/1.(1), (= 1,2, ... ,L, every timc with thc
membership function of a particular cross ovcr

point.
Let h(i), i = J, 2, ... ,L, be the number of
occurrences or the level i, eli, j), 1=
1,2, ... , L, j = 1,2, ... ,L, the (i, j)-th entry
of the cooccurrellce matrix and /1. (i) , i =
1,2, ... ,L, the membership vector for a fixed
cross over point of an L-Level image X. Then
compute
I.

a(X) =

I

h(i){[(i),

(28)

,.,,:,1
I.

p(X) =

I.

2: L eli, iJ 1/1(i) 1=

I J

/1(J)I·

(29)

I

Lct R[m, II represent the number of occurrences
of the gray leYel f in thc m-th row of the imagc
and ern, l] represent the number of occurrences
of the gray level I in thc n-th column of thc
image. Thcll
I.

leX)

= max
/I

2: qn, IJ/1.(l),

(30a)

[=l

I

b(X)

=

max
m

I

Rlm, Ilt1.(l).

(30b)

'~I

5.3. ftnplcmcn/afioll alld rcsulis

W
Ii

H
10
12
14
1(,

on Algorithm 2

Biplane

Comp

IOAC

COI11[)

IOAC

10'
10'
10'
10'

5" 14 27
5* 26

II 19 24'

'J'

11'
11'
11'
II'
II'

')'

II'

, Glob;1I

23
23
23
23
21

11 19 24'
1224'
[] 24'
1:1 24'
14 24'

5' 26
5* 24
6' 21
(,' 21

llIilllllla.

Chromosome) with white object and black
bacbround. For the imar>e
o 'Shu' ) l 111lU ='1 and
1""" = 32, whereas for the blurre(1 chromosome
lmill = 13 and lm". = 60. The different minim~
obtained by minimization of compactness and
LOAC measures for different window sizes
arc shown in Table 3. Somc of the crisp seg
mented versions of the 'Shu' image are shown in
Figure 6.
The results (Tables 2 and 3) show that the
thresholds (global) obtained by compactness
measure, as expected, are very much worse for
thc 'Shu' image than that of the rOAC measure.
This is because of the fact that the former
attcmpts to make a circular approximation of the
object for its extraction. As a result, some of the
background portions gct treatcd as object, thus
failing lo remove background noise. For the
Biplane image, neither compactness nor IOAC
has been able to provide a global threshold
appropriate for its extraction. However, it is
interesting to note that the appropriate thres
holds 11-14 of the Biplane image carne out as a
JocaJ minimum only for the lOAC measure.
For a wide range of window sizes, the
variation in global thresholds is seen to be
insignificant. This corroborates the theorctical
Table 3. Thrc,holtJ, ha;,ctJ on Algorithm 2

The algorithm has becn implemented on the
images of Biplane and Lincoln [Figures 3(a) and
4(a)] having black ohject and whitc background.
I ere In"" = I and 1m ." = 32. The different minima
obtained by using Algorithm 2 (comp'lctncss and
lOAC measure.'» for differeut window sizes are
shown in Table 2.
The algorithm has also been implemented on
two other images [Figures 6(a) and 5(a)] (viz.,
hand written characters 'Shu' and a Blurrcd

I3lurred chrolllo;omc

Shu
W

Comp

JOt\C

W

Comp

IOAC

8
10
12
14
16

8'
8'
8'
9*
lU'

8 12'
9 l2'
9 13'
13'
14'

8
12
16
20
24

:13 56'
33 56'

:10*
:lU'
31'
32*

24
24
23
23
22

, Global minima.

55'
54*
52'

53
51
49
46
34*
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Fig. 6. Gray level thrc~hokling of Shu image. (a) Input. (il) Thrc~hold "'~. (c) Thrcshold = 10. Cd) Thl'c~hold = 14.

findings of Murthy and Pal [2J and cstablishcs
further the flexibility of the fuzzy set theoretic
approach. The overall performance of Algorithm
2 (considering the crisp version) is comparable to
the very recently developed algorithm [3] based
on local information and entropy measure.
It is to be noted here that the IOAC measure
is dependcnt, to some extent, on the orientation
of the object, If the object is along the
horizontal and/or vertical direction, the measure
will give good results. The result may be
different if the object is inclined at an angle with
the axes. In such cases aile can rotate the aJiles
and place it along the major and minor axes of
the Object.
The algorithm bascd on minimizing compact
ness measure was dcvelopcd by Pal and
Rosenfeld [91. It has becn includcd here only to
compare its pcrformanee with that of the IOAC
measure.

6. Pixel classification ror object extraction
In Sections 4 and 5, algorithms for gray level
thresholding have been described for object/

background classification. Here we will explain
a pixel classification algorithm for object/
background separation based on adjacency
measure (cquation (10».

6. 1. Principle of pixel classification
A discussion on the choice of membership
function is given in Section 5. The same
discussion is also applicable here. The problem
of pixel classification can be viewed as assigning
the individual pixels into different types of
classes depending upon the various features or
properties possessed by the pixels with respect to
those classes. An attempt is made here in
classifying the pixels of a digital picture into two
classes, namely object and background. The
'adjacency' (or the degree of beIongingness)
defined in (10) has been used as one of the
features or critcria. In other words, the physical
constraint that the intensity of a pixel is greatly
influenced by its neighbor, has been exploited
here for classification of pixels. The role of
adjacency in this context is explained below.
Let 1.l(X, y) be the membership value denoting
the degree of brightness of a pixel p(x, y) or the
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degree of belongingness to the object region,
say. The adjacency of a pixel to its neighbors can
be defined as:
a(x, y)

=

f.l(x, Y){f.l(x - 1, y)

+ f.l.(x, Y -

+ f.l.(x + I, y)
1) + J.i(x, Y + 1)}/4

(considering 4 neighbors)
= /i(X,

y)f (~: :~: ,u(x -

(31a)

i, y -

j))

-'f.l(X,y)}/~
(considering 8 neighbors).

(31 b)

If the higher gray levels represent the object
r gioll, the] u(x, y) is h;gh if 60th p(x, y) and :ts
neighbors belong to the objeet, and it is low if
both p(x, y) and its neighbors belong to the
background. ([(x, y) is medium if the pixel and
its neighbors belong to object and background
respectively or vicc versa (i. e. the region
corrcsponding to edge or boundary of the
object). So a(x, y) can be regarded as the degree
of belongingncss of the pixel p(x, y) together
with its neighbors to the obJect, say.
For c1assincatlon of a pixel into object or
background we consider J.i(x, y) and a(x, y) as
two features. Keeping consistency in features, a
pixel pattern can be representcd as
p(x, y) = [a(x, y), fJ2(X, y)]'

(31c)

in a two-dimensional feature spacc.
The piXel classification procedure can be
thought of as a two-class minimum distance
classifier [6] where the intial seed points or the
representatives S(1) and S(2) of the two classes
C and C2 (objcet and background) can be
considered to be the two modes of the bivariate
frequency distribution of the pattern vector
p(x, y). One may also consider [0, OJ and [1,1]
as the initial seed points, since these are the
extreme points in the feature space belonging to
object (background) and background (object).
The algorithm developed using this concept is
given below.

A gorilbm J.
tep 1: Choose the membership function,
number of neighbours (4 or 8) for a pixel, and
assign brightness/darkness membership value
J.i(x, y) to the pixel p(x, Y).

Step 2: Compute a(x, y) using equation (31).
Step 3: Compute

d(i) = IIp(x, y) - S(i)II,

i = 1,2,

the distance of an unknown pixel vector p (x, y)
from the i-th seed point/representative vector of
the classes.
Step 4: Assign the pixel p (x, y) to C I if
d(1)<d(2) and to C2 if d(2)<d(1). Decidc
arbitrarily if d(l) = d(2). (In such casc a dccision
may also bc taken by considering the number or
neighbors of fJ(x, y) belonging to object and
background. )
Step 5: If S(l) and S(2) arc chosen as the two
modes, then STOP. If S(l) and S(2) urc chosen \1:>
the two extreme points [0,0] and rI, I J then
replace the sced points by the crass mcans, and
got to skp 6.
Step 6: Iterate steps 2 to 5 until the difference
between the seed points of two successive
iterations is less than a prespecified small
positive quantity (E).

6. 2. Implementation and results
Algorithm 3 has been implemented on the
images of Biplane [Figure 3(a)], Lincoln lFigure
4(a)] and Chromosome [Figure 5(a)]. The results
showing satisfactory partition me depicted in
Figure 7. Here the initial seed poin ts were taken
as the extreme poi nts [0, OJ and [1, I], and
t: = 0.001. The basic advantage of Algorithm 3 is
that it is not noise sensitive because, by taking
the local information from the neighbors through
a(x, y), it attempts to reducc the effect of noise
on classification. To demonstrate this, the
algorithm has also been tested by adding noise to
the image of Biplane. The noisy input images
(a = 3 and 5 with J.i = 0) arc shown in Figure 8.
The partitioned images are shown in Figures 9(a)
and (b) respectively. The corresponding gray
level thresh aIded images obtained by Algorithm
1 are also included here for comparison lFigures
9(c) and (d)J.

7. Some comments on various ubject
extraction algorithms
In Sections 4-6 we have described three
different algorithms illustrating the way of
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influenced by the quadrants C 2 and C 4 (Figurt: 2)
of the cooccurrence of the gray levels. The
algorithm is computationally faster and can be
applied to any kind of image.
Algorithm 2 optimizes compactness/IOAC of
the object region in an image. The algorithm is
based on local information and takes the shape
of the object into consideration. The compact
ness measure is partly dependent on the
cooccurrence of the gray levels. Compactness
optimization is expected to work better for
circular compact objects, whereas the IOAC
optimization gives good results for rectangular
compact objects. The choice of window size does
not seem to be very critical as long as it is
restricted by the bound functions of Murthy and
Pal [2J. This supports the theoretical findings
in [2] and establishes the flexibility of the
algorithms. Since JOAC docs not require the
calculation of cooccurrence of the level, it takes
less time compared to compactness calculation.
The third algorithm describes another way of
object extraction (region growing). The algo
rithm is based on both local and global
information and is very much influenced by the
neighbors of the pixels. The process is iterative,
but converges very fast. Compared to the other
two algorithms it is computationally less efficient
but very less sensitive to noise.

8. Gray level image thinning

Fig. 7. Pixel dassilieations; (a) Exlrae{CU objeel pixels or
Bipl,mc. (ll) Extracted object pixels or Lincoln. (c) Extracted
object pixeb of Blurred ChronlOsomc.

implementing thc concept of fuzzy gcomctry for
object and background separation. The first two
algorithms describe gray level thresholding,
whereas the third one deals with a pixel
classification technique.
Algorithm 1 optimizes the degree of adjacency
between two regions (with respect to gray levels
only) to find out the thresholds. This measure
takes spatial information into account and is

This section describes another application of
compactness/IOAC measure for skeleton ex
traction of a gray level image. The output
skeletons, as expected, are fuzzy in nature
denoting the degree of bclongingness of the
pixels to the skeleton (core line). An optimum
version has been obtained by computing the
compactness/lOAC value on various a-cuts
(1 > a> 0) of the fuzzy skeleton plane. For
extractjng a single pixel width crisp version, one
may retain only the highest valued pixels
preserving connectivity among them.

8.1. Choice of membership function
Given a fuzzy segmented version of an image
(as described in Section 5), first of all assign a
membership value to each pixel denoting its
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Fig. 8. Noi~y biplane irn'lge. (a) iJ· "-' 0,

(J

= 3, (b) IJ = U, 0=5.

Fig. 9. Pixel c1a~,llic<ltion and gray level thresholding or noisy biplane image. (a) Exlraeled objeel pixels or Figure H(a)
wilh Algorithm :I. (Il) Extr<leted objeet pixels or Figure 8(h) with AIl;orithm 3. (e) Thresholded objeet or Figure H(a) with
AIl;orithm 1. Thresholded objeet of Figure 8(b) wilh Algorithm l.

degree of belongingness to the skeleton (core
line) of the ohject. The membership value is
determined by three factors. These include the
property of posscssing maximum intcnsity,
occupying vertically and horizontally middle
positions from the l:-cdges (pixels beyond which
the membcrshir value in the fuzzy segmcnted

image becomes less than or equal to f, f > 0) of
the object. It is to be noted that one may also
consider hcre adjacency (equation (10)) as an
additional feature whieh takes local information
into account.
Let X max be the maximum pixel intensity in the
image and p(x"",) be the function which assigns
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the degree of brightness lo the (m, n)-lh pixel.
Then the simplest way to define p(x
is
III

,,)

p(x,w,) = xlfln/xm;\x'

(32a)

It is to be mcntioncd here that one may usc
other monotonically nOlldccreasing functions
including the standard S-function (equation (27))
to define p(x) with the flexibility of varying
cross-over point. Equation (32a) is the simplest
one with fixed cross-over point at 1x"",x'
Let h I and h 2 be the distances of the pixel
from its left and right f-edges respectively (the
distance being measured by the number of pixels
separating the pixel under consideration from
the f-edge along that direction). Then h(x"",)
denoting the degree of occupying the horizontal
central position in the object by the (m, n)-th
pixel is defined as
XIII"

h(x"",) = h 1 /h 2

=h 2 /h l

if d(h

"

if d(h l ,

~

1 and h I ~ h 2 ,

h2)~

1 and h 2 <h l ,

h2 )

= 211 l/h 2(h l + 1t 2 )
if d(h l , h 2 ) > 1 and hi

~h2'

=2h z /h l (h l +h 2 )
if d(h l , h 2 »

1 and h 2 <h"

(32b)
where d(h I, h 2 ) = Ih I - hzl. If the vertical dis
tances of a pixel from its top and bottom E-edges
are VI and Vz respectively then its vertical
membership function v(x
can be defined
similarly.
The two functions h(x",,,) and v(x",,,) assign
higher membership values (= 1.0) to pixels
towards the core of the image, whereas low
membership values to pixels towards the edge.
The term hi + h z or VI + V2 in the denominator
takes the extent of the object into consideration
so that there is an appreciable amount of change
in property value for the pixels away from the
core.
These primary membership functions p(x),
hex) and vex) can then be combined in different
ways to define /lc(x'''Il) denoting the degree of
belongingness of the pixel to the core Ii ne of the
object. Two types of combination are described
below
Weighted averaged method:
III , , )

(33a)

w,

the
where WI + W2 + W) = 1, with WI, W2,
weights attributed to the different primary
membership functions. Usually one can consider
the weight W} attributed to p (x) to be higher and
WI = w2 ·
Min -max method:
/lc(X III ,,) = max{min(h(xllrn ), v(x",,,)),

min(v(x m ,,), p(x m ,,)),

min(p(x"",), h(x mll ) ) } .

(33b)

Equation (33b) is chosen in sueh a manner that a
pixel possesses higher /lc value if two of its
primary membership values are higher.
Equation (33) extracts (using both gray level
and spatial information) the subset 'core line'
such that the f.lc value of a pixel decreases as it
moves towards the edge of the object region.
8.2. Optimum o:-cut and skeleton extraction
Having the f.lC(X ,IlIl ) plane developed in the
previous stage the optimum (in the sense of
minimizing ambiguity in geometry or in the
spatial domain) skeleton can be extracted from
one of its (['-cuts having minimum comp(f.l) or
IOACCf.l) value. The o:-cut of f.lcCX
is defined
as
Il " , )

(34)
Modi fication of 0: will therefore result in
different fuzzy skeleton planes with varying
comp(.u.) value. As ([' increases, eomp(f.l) initially
decreases to a certain minimum and then for a
further increase of 0:, it increases. The initial
decrease in comp(f.l) can be explained by
observing that for every value of 0:, the border
pixels having f.l-values less than 0: are not taken
into consideration. So both area (equation (2))
and perimeter (equation (4)) are less than those
for the previous value of 0:. But the decrease in
area is more than the decrease in its perimeter
and hence the compactness (equation (5))
decreases (initially) to a certain minimum
corresponding to a value of 0: = 0:', say.
Further increase in 0: results in a ~1-cC0:) plane
consisting of a number of disconnected regions
(because the majority of the core line pixels are
dropped out). As a result, decrease in perimeter
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Table 4. Optimum a-cub based on Algorithm 4
tOAC Oplln1l2:ation
Weighted

Comp optimization

Images

average

Weighted
Min-Max average

Shu

l) ..'i(,]

U.625

U.563

U4U6

Biplane

U.375

0.844

0438

0.469

Min-Max

here is more than that of area and hence
Corrn(lctncss increase::.. The ttJ(Y/) plane having
minimum compactness value can be taken as an
optimum fuzzy skeleton version of the image X.
This is optimum in the sense that for any other
skeleton of n (i,c. a' a,I), COlllp(,u) valuc
would be grc~ltcr. Similar is the case for IOAC
measure,
II'c(a") c;ln Ihus he regarded as ;1 subset
denoting (he lll/-ZY skcleton or the image X. It is
Icast compact (occupies smaller fractional area)
or more crisp and has minimum spatial fuzziness
as far as its core Ii ne extraction is concerned. If a
nonfuzzy (or cri::.p) single pixel width skeleton is
deserved, it can be obtained by a contour tracing
algorithm [7,17] which takes into account the
direction of contour.

variation of compactness measure with a value,
a graph is shown in Figure 11 for the image of
Shu.
It is to be mentioned here that the use of the
concept of c-edge for obtaining h(x'/l") and
v(x",") makes it appropriate and also meaningful
instead of considering the crisp (hard) edge (i,e.
c = 0) as taken in the previous work [4] based on
compactness measure only. Again, the variation
of IOAC/compaetness measure considering c
(>0) edge as expected, is scen to be smooth as
compared to the case when [ = O. The optimum
a-cuts (Table 4) obtained hy IOAC and
compactness measures do not seem to be much
different.
1

'*

8.3, Implementation and results
Table 4 shows the optimum (Y values for the
tmages of biplane and Shu corresponding to
OAC and compactness neasures and different
mcthods, A::. a typical illustration, [he skeletons
only for compactness measure ([ = 0.2) arc
incluued in Figure 10, Again, to demonstrate the

9. Discussion and conclusions
An attempt has heen made here to dem
onstrate the W<ly of implementing the concept of
fuzzy geometry in image processing/analysis
problems for providing a soft decision, Some
new measures have also been defined in this
context. Various algorithms based on different
geometrical measures are developed and are
used
to
determine
thresholds
for
object/hackground classification and skeleton
extraction (both fuzzy and nonfuzzy).
The measures compactness, IOAC, adjacency
and degree of adjacency mainly take local in
formation into account. The key features (i.e,
scnsilivity to noise, sh<lpc anu computational
time) of the algorithms together with their types
of applicability have been explained, The crisp

..,)0"
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I·'
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Fig. 10. (a) ExtrdC!cd skelelon of the Shu image with equation (33<1) and compactness measure. (b) Extracted skelelon of the
Biplane image with equation (33a) and compactness measure.
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output of the proposed algorithms are found to
agree well with those of the conventional
techniques recently developed using the eooc
currence matrix [3,5]. The effect of window size
of membership function is found to corroborate
the earlier theoretical findings [2] showing the
flexibility of Algorithm 2.
The application of major and minor axes,
center of gravity and density is not considered
here. Their definitions are introductory and may
be further investigated.
It is to be mentioned here that the concept of
fuzzy sets is more cumbersome to represent, and
their properties are somewhat more expensive to
compute. But as the computer memory and
computing power are becoming cheaper, the
fuzzy geometric approach to image analysis and
deseription seems to deserve more serious
considerations.
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